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As governments continue to push for the Green
Transition, primarily based on wind, solar and EVs,
the reality of resource constraints is coming into
focus
Consider how the nascent increases in demand for Rare Earths,
Cobalt, Nickle, Copper, Graphite, Lithium and other scarce
resources have effected price
Consider how potential geopolitical constraints can effect markets,
economic stability and national security

Earth crustal abundance cannot reasonably
support the monumental increase in resource
extraction necessary to support a transition to
wind, solar and/or EVs.

Considering just the new electric energy production
requirements to power an all EV fleet (off-setting hydrocarbon
energy) suggests that meeting just one of the green transition
goals radically expands the challenge of meeting the other
interdependent goals
To better understand this, I encourage you to follow this link
In short, the highlights are as follows: The U.S. would need 2,250
terawatt-hours of new electric generation, or a 60% increase
over our current level of generation, to power an all EV fleet.
That will require installing 570 gigawatts of new generating
capacity (for the U.S. alone)
All of that, presumably powered by solar & wind generation
capacity, would need to compete for the same scarce technology
resources

At some point you must recognize you are plundering the
earth to save it…

To make matters worse, none of the wind, solar or EV
systems are viable without massive grid-scale energy
storage
How else do we drive our cars or heat our homes on a windless
night ?
What happens when we have days of overcast skies & little wind ?

If energy storage is to be achieved by chemical battery
storage, the resource constraint issue only gets worse
Proven non-chemical storage, such as hydro-electric pump
storage, are opposed by the same sort of folks that demand this
‘green transition’ happen without question or delay

There is no reasonable / rational / reliable solution to the
storage challenge… other than wishful thinking

For all of the hydrogen enthusiasts out there, I only need to
say that the problems with hydrogen are only slightly different
The quantity of new electric generation necessary to make
this transition dwarfs that of EV transportation
The quantity of scarce or critical materials necessary to
produce and build out H2 production, storage, logistics and
transportation systems are staggering

However the biggest challenge may be clean water…
Global ground transportation will consume 40 billion liters of clean/potable
water every day to produce sufficient H2 for ground transportation alone.
That equates to 14 trillion liters per year, just for ground transportation
Using dirty / ocean water dramatically increases energy use and results in
massive toxic waste issues
Electric consumption necessary to produce H2 from the water equates to
360 gWh/per day of new electric energy production capacity (H2 only)
This is simply too much of a lift for a world already short of clean water

None of the above are controversial or unverifiable, yet the
Green Transition continues to move forward unabated.
Despite the widespread employment of reality-blinders,
wishful thinking and closed minds, Europe is beginning to
feel the sting of this Quixotic Quest.
If the EU, U.S. and China (the true leader in all things green) attempt
to meet these transition goals the increase in critical materials
mining and refining would need to quickly increase hundreds of
times above current levels

This level of increases is not possible/sustainable and would
trigger a debilitating escalation in commodity pricing
None of this suggests stability or viability. Europe and the
U.S. are not well positioned to succeed (but China is)
Europe and the world must pursue an alternate course

How much more mining is required for projected U.S. EV production ?
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From a 2019 baseline, projected increases in mine production for these critical
materials is staggering. This is complicated by the fact that it can take 10 years
or more to bring a new mine online in the U.S. This becomes an advantage to
other countries like China with more flexible resource development regulatory
structures and aggressive government assistance.
2040 Numbers For: Nickel +40X, Graphite +60X, Lithium +75X, Rare Earths +30X,
Cobalt +30X, Manganese +40X
(estimates by Adams Intelligence)

The only proven alternative is nuclear
Nuclear is opposed by most proponents of the Green
Transition, not because nuclear is not green, but because it
would make wind, solar and some hydrogen non-essential
Germany’s capitulation to the irrational demands of environmentalists /
wind and solar advocates has resulted in the closure of most of its nuclear
assets and the mass utilization of lignite coal (the worst of the worst)

The underlying problems with nuclear are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The inherent safety issues specific to LWRs
Spent fuel / nuclear waste management
The build-out cost of Light Water Reactors (LWR), and
Disproportional fear of nuclear vs all other sources of
energy (largely fueled by opposition that is funded by
alternate energy advocates and ignorance)

A proven alternate technology solves all of these problems

Thorium Molten Salt Reactors: Proven Safe
Beginning in the 1950s until the early 1970s the U.S. National
Laboratory at Oak Ridge designed, developed and
operated a series of liquid fueled / cooled reactors
In its final configuration the MSRE demonstrated that its
unique design, based on a liquid fuel / coolant and
criticality based on geometry, resolved all of the inherent
safety issues associated with LWRs: specifically the Th-MSR
reactor cannot:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Overheat (based on geometry and physics)
Meltdown (the fuel is in a liquid state)
Blowup (no water cooling, so no hydrogen event)
Cause widespread release of radiation (see above)

And is inherently incompatible with nuclear weapons
proliferation (confirmed by U.S., Russian, & other defense programs)

Spent Nuclear Fuel / Waste
Due to the nature of the recirculating fuel / coolant load
fission products continue to reduce until they have little or
no radioactivity
The Th-MSR can burn-down over 99% of all available
energy contained within the original fuel mix
In fact, the Th-MSR can be configured to burn-down existing
nuclear waste stockpiles or even weapons grade plutonium

The small amount of residual spent fuel / waste can be
safely stored and decay to background in as little as 300
years vs +100,000 years for what comes out of most LWRs
today
The balance of benign and useful byproducts such as Cobalt 90
and rare earths are removed from the fuel (via online or via batch
processing)

Th-MSR Capital Cost
Unlike LWRs or the many trillions of dollars required to build
out wind and solar systems (that do not include energy
storage / backup costs) the buildout cost of a Th-MSR system
/ fleet can be relatively low
Also unlike the massive grid enhancements necessary to utilize wind and
solar, Th-MSR systems can be deployed within the existing grid system and
enhance it via local / regional and remote distribution

Key reasons why Th-MSR costs are relatively low:
1. The system operates at near-zero operating pressure
2. Geometry and physics assure 100% passive safety
3. The system is air-cooled, eliminating the need for a
containment vessel or backup cooling (with natural
convection and thermal shutdown based on the physics
and geometry of the fuel)
4. These relatively small systems can be built & licensed via
assembly-line construction

Fear of all things Nuclear – or nothing at all
Nothing has been more effective in off-setting gains in the
carbon free energy transition than fear & irrational policy
For example, Germany shut down 14 nuclear reactors and 30% of
its hydro-electric, approximately 20 gWh, over a period where they
installed ~100 gWh of renewable energy, with a utilization rate of
less than 20 gWh
To make up for the self-imposed shortfalls Germany buys energy
from its neighbors and burns ever larger amounts of lignite coal
Japan shut down 43 reactors, other countries have pledged to shut
down their reactors and countries such as Switzerland and Spain
have banned the construction of new reactors

Why are we shutting down clean nuclear energy ?
Why are we not building safer nuclear energy systems ?

Th-MSR Eliminates All Of The Risks Associated With Nuclear
The technology could be rapidly deployed in the absence
of undue fear
Unlike most other energy alternatives, 100% of the thorium fuel
necessary to power the world could be a byproduct of existing
mining operations
From the same resources, we can recover 100% of the world’s rare
earth demand… also as a byproduct
All of the world’s energy from thorium and rare earths can be
supplied without direct mining – as byproducts of some other
commodity
Byproduct extraction and known thorium resources can supply the
world with 100,000 years of clean energy

All statements and claims about Th-MSR (and rare earths)
can be supported by publicly available documents

Conclusion:
If Europe wants to shackle itself to unproven,
complex, interdependent and geopolitically
unstable systems based on resource scarcity and
instability, renewables looks like a sure thing
If Europe is looking for Economic, Energy and
Environmental Security then nuclear offers a
proven pathway
If Europe wants to move away from the safety
issues and public fears associated with the legacy
LWR systems, Th-MSR is the better pathway
Learn more at thoriumenergyalliance.com or join the 2022 Conference
October 13th- 14 th A t the Nuclear Museum | A lbuquerque, New Mexico | US A
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Selected supporting notes, sources and graphics below:
The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates that the world
consumed 92.2 million barrels per day (b/d) of petroleum and other liquid fuels in
2020
IAEA: (331) Kennedy Rare-Earth-Elements (REE) Briefing to IAEA, United
Nations – YouTube
nuclear_decommisioning_52-54.pdf (threeconsulting.com)
asq34.pdf (threeconsulting.com)
DoE History of Th-MSR: Slide 1 (threeconsulting.com) and image20_607deb7f1bb9f.pdf (threeconsulting.com)
China Th-MSR: (331) Jiang Mianheng - Why Nuclear Power in China? Thorium
& the Energy Outlook of China @ ThEC12 – YouTube – China is building ThMSRs now and will distribute them globally if we don’t build our own

Most of the critical technology
metals make up less than
.003% of the earth’s crust.
They tend to be present in
measurements of parts per
million.
They tend to be tied up in
much more complex
mineralization.
Extracting them requires
mining and refining facilities
that cost billions of dollars.
The extraction process
requires lots of energy and
complex chemical processes.
These processes pose
environmental problems of
their own.
Source visualcapitalist.com

The tech metals we are concerned with make up a tiny fraction of all industrial
metals. However, copper should be included as one of the primary challenges
in the evaluation of the EV buildout. The increased demand for copper in this
buildout may prove to be one of the great challenges.
Source visualcapitalist.com

China vs Rest of World in Rare Earths
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China is actively outsourcing the mining of rare earths to other countries. It should be expected that
they will outsource refining next – as it is the most environmentally damaging part of the process. It is
clear from China’s National Geopolitical, Industrial and Defense Policy history that they intend to
retain control over metal and magnet production – the only thing that matters.
China’s current magnet and metals capacity is close to 150% of global demand. Planned future
capacity exceeds 250% of current global demand. U.S. metals and magnet capacity is currently 0%
Western rare earth producers can produce sufficient quantities of Dy or Tb to produce EV or defense
system magnets. Collective production cannot support a single automotive model. All current
production goes to Japan (or China)

China’s first rare earth patent was in 1983 and has filed more rare earth patent
that the rest of the world combined (2022).

German electricity mix 2021 | Statista

Note: Installed Renewable Capacity Does Not Equal Capacity Utilization
Utilization typically runs under 20% of Installed Capacity

Installed name-plate
capacity, not utilization

Reduced by 30%

Installed name-plate capacity,
not utilization

Reduced by 80%

Hydrogen Needed to
Replace a Single Day of
Liquid Fuels: USA ONLY

Daily Production and Replacement Needed: USA only
392 Million Gal Gasoline = 392 Million Kg of H2 per Day
45 Million Gal Ethanol = 27 Million Kg of H2 per Day
209 Million Gal Diesel = 235 Million Kg of H2 per Day

(No Jet Fuel or Heating Oil, Not representing electric vehicle penetration
only)

654 Million Kg of Hydrogen is Needed per Day
That process needs 1.5 Billion Gallons of pure
water – Desalination of that H2O would
require 60,000 Megawatt hours per day

Energy Information Agency
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/index.php?page=oil_refinin
g#tab4

1 Kilogram Hydrogen
Equals:
1.00 Gallon of Gasoline
1.631 Gallon of Ethanol
0.893 Gallon of Diesel

The ISO-DUCK kills baseload

For example, as California marches toward fulfilling its renewable portfolio standard (RPS),
requiring 33% of its electricity to come from renewable energy sources, regional baseload
operators are facing financial and operational challenges that have resulted in the
decommissioning and planned closure of nuclear facilities.

Natural gas is
the big winner

Massive increases in
capacity with low
increases in generation
utilization

Energy generation from
renewables can exceed
utilization, resulting in negative
pricing and curtailment
Graphic Source Energy Institute of America

What happens when the only backup to renewables is natural gas ?

How does Europe’s natural gas security look going forward ?

What no one tells you is that natural gas displaces traditional baseload and represents +70%
of energy generation in a renewable energy ecosystem. As nuclear and coal are forced to
shut down natural gas fills the gap.

Natural gas is not the bridge to renewables. Renewables are the Trojan horse of natural gas
in its monopoly strategy to displace traditional baseload energy.

The current path forward does not look like a solution
Continuing this strategy looks like a certain pathway to
instability, impoverishment and degradation of our
economies and the planet
We can do better
James Kennedy
ThREEConsulting.com
jkennedy@threeconsulting.com
Developed in conjunction with the Thorium Energy
Alliance

